Abstract. Conference Mining has been an important problem discussed these days for the purpose of academic recommendation. Previous approaches mined conferences by using network connectivity or by using semantics-based intrinsic structure of the words present between documents (modeling from document level (DL)), while ignored semantics-based intrinsic structure of the words present between conferences. In this paper, we address this problem by considering semantics-based intrinsic structure of the words present in conferences (richer semantics) by modeling from conference level (CL). We propose a generalized topic modeling approach based on Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) named as Conference Mining (ConMin). By using it we can discover topically related conferences, conferences correlations and conferences temporal topic trends. Experimental results show that proposed approach significantly outperformed baseline approach in discovering topically related conferences and finding conferences correlations because of its ability to produce less sparse topics.
Introduction
With the emergence of the Web, automatic acquirement of useful information from the text has been a challenging problem, when most of the information is implicit within the entities (e.g. documents, researchers, conferences, journals) and their relationships. For example, various conferences are held every year about different topics and huge volume of scientific literature is collected about conferences in digital libraries. It provides us with many challenging discovery tasks useful from researchers' point of view. For example, a new researcher can be interested in obtaining authoritative conferences of specific research area to do literature review or a group of researchers would like to know about conferences related to their research area for submitting papers.
Previous approaches used for conference mining problem can be categorized into two major frameworks 1) graph connectivity based approaches as a basis for representation and analysis of relationships between conferences [24, 25] on the basis of coauthorship and publishing in the same venue and 2) topic modeling based approaches which make use of latent topic layer between words and documents to capture the semantic correlations between them. Recently one of the topic modeling approaches argued that conferences and authors are interdependent and should be modeled together [20] . Consequently, a unified topic modeling approach Author-ConferenceTopic1 (ACT1) was proposed, which can discover topically related authors and conferences on the basis of semantics-based structure of the words by considering conferences information. Above mentioned frameworks based on graph connectivity ignored the semantics-based information. While, recent topic modeling approach viewed conferences information just as a stamp (token), which became the reason of ignoring implicit semantics-based text structure present between the conferences. We think this information is very useful and important for mining conferences.
In this paper, we will consider semantics-based text structure present between the conferences explicitly. We generalized previous topic modeling approach [20] idea of mining conferences from a single document "Constituent-Document" (poorer semantics because of only some semantically related words are present in one document) to all publications of conference "Super-Document" (richer semantics because of many semantically related words are present in all documents of one conference). It can provide grouping of conferences in different groups on the basis of latent topics (semantically related probabilistic cluster of words) present between the conferences. We propose a Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [4] based ConMin approach which can discover topically related conferences. We used discovered topics to find associations between conferences by using sKL divergence and shown temporal topic trends of conferences. We empirically showed that ConMin approach clearly achieve better results than ACT1 approach for conference mining and solution provided by us produced quite intuitive and functional results.
The novelty of work described in this paper lies in the; formalization of the key conference mining issues, proposal of generalized topic modeling (ConMin) approach to deal with the issues by capturing richer semantics, and experimental verification of the effectiveness of our approach on real-world dataset. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to deal with the aforementioned conference related discovery issues directly (not through authors generated topics like ACT1) by proposing a generalized topic modeling approach from DL to CL.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we formalize the key conference related mining issues. Section 3 illustrates our proposed approach for modeling conferences with its parameter estimation details. In Section 4, dataset, parameters settings, performance measures, baseline approach with empirical studies and discussions about the results are given; applications of proposed approach are provided at the end of this section. Section 5 provides related work and section 6 brings this paper to the conclusions and future work.
Note that in the rest of the paper, we use the term constituent-document, accepted paper, and document interchangeably. Additionally "super-document" means all the documents of one conference.
Problem Setting
Our work is focused on mining conferences through their accepted papers. Each conference accepts many papers every year. To our interest, each publication contains Fig. 1 . Conferences related discovery issues title which covers most of the highly related sub research areas. Conferences with their accepted papers on the basis of latent topics can be mined. Figure 1 provides a pictorial look of conference related mining issues discussed here.
We denote a conference (Super-Document) c as a vector of N c words based on all accepted papers (Constituent-Documents) by the conference and formalize conference mining problem as three subtasks. Intuition behind considering conference as superdocument is based on thinking that semantics at super-document level are richer as compared to semantics at a single document (Constituent-Document).
1) Discovery and Ranking of Conferences related to Topics: Given a conference c
with N c words, find the latent topics Z of conference. Formally for a conference, we need to calculate the probability p(z|c), where z is a latent topic and c is a conference.
Predict Z topics for a conference: Given a new conference c (not contained previously in the corpus) with W c words, predict the topics contained in the conference. 2) Discovery of Conferences Correlations: Given two conferences c 1 and c 2 with N c1 and N c2 words respectively, find the correlations between conferences. 3) Discovery of Conferences Temporal Topic Trends: Given a conference c with N c words for every year, access the temporal topic likeliness of a conference.
Conference Modeling
In this section, before describing our ConMin approach, we will first describe how documents are modeled with topics using topic model LDA, followed by modeling of conferences with authors' topics (ACT1 approach).
Modeling Documents with Topics (LDA)
Fundamental topic modeling assumes that there is a hidden topic layer Z = {z 1 , z 2 LDA [4] is a state-of-the-art topic modeling approach which makes use of latent topic layer to capture semantic dependencies between the words. First, for each document d, a multinomial distribution θ d over topics is randomly sampled from a Dirichlet distribution with parameter α. Second, for each word w, a topic z is chosen from this topic distribution. Finally, the word w is generated by randomly sampling from a topic-specific multinomial distribution Φ z . The generating probability of word w from document D for LDA is given as:
Modeling Conferences with Authors Topics (ACT1 (DL) Approach)
Recently, LDA is extended to discover topically related conferences indirectly by using topics of documents generated by authors [20] . In ACT1 model, each author is represented by the probability distribution θ d over topics and each topic is represented as a probability distribution Φ z over words and z over conferences for each word of a document for that topic. The generative probability of the word w with conference c for author r of a document d is given as:
Modeling Conferences with Topics (ConMin (CL) Approach)
The basic idea of topic modeling that words and documents can be modeled by considering latent topics became the intuition of modeling the words and conferences directly through latent topics. We generalize this idea from DL [4] to CL by considering documents as sub-entities of a conference. In our approach a conference is viewed as a composition of the words of its all accepted publications. Symbolically, for a conference c we can write it as: C = {d DL approach is responsible for generating latent topics of documents, while CL approach is responsible for generating latent topics of conferences. For each conference c, a multinomial distribution θ c over topics is randomly sampled from a Dirichlet with parameter α, and then for each word w contained in super-document, a topic z is chosen from this topic distribution. Finally, the word w is generated by randomly sampling from a topic-specific multinomial distribution Φ z with parameter β.
The generative process is as follows:
For each word w = 1,…, N c of conference c Choose a topic z from multinomial (θ c ) Choose a word w from multinomial (Φ z ) Figure 3 shows the generating probability of the word w from the conference c is given as: We utilize Gibbs sampling [1] for parameter estimation in our approach which has one latent variable z and the conditional posterior distribution for z is given by:
where z i = j represents the assignments of the i th word in a conference to a topic j. z -i represents all topic assignments excluding the i th word, and w represents all words in the dataset. Furthermore, is the total number of words associated with topic j, excluding the current instance, and is the total number of words from conference c assigned to topic j, excluding the current instance. "." Indicates summing over the column where it occurs and stands for number of all words that are assigned to topic z excluding the current instance.
During parameter estimation, the algorithm only needs to keep track of W x Z (words by topic) and Z x C (topic by conference) count matrices. From these count matrices, topic-word distribution Φ and conference-topic distribution θ can be calculated as:
where, is the probability of word w in topic z and is the probability of topic z for conference c. These values correspond to the predictive distributions over new words w and new topics z conditioned on w and z.
Experiments

Dataset
We downloaded five years publication dataset of conferences from DBLP [8, 14] by only considering conferences for which data was available for years [2003] [2004] [2005] [2006] [2007] . In total, we extracted 90,124 publications for 261 conferences and combined them into a super-document separately for each conference. We then preprocessed corpus by a) removing stop-words, punctuations and numbers b) down-casing the obtained words, and c) removing words that appear less than three times in the corpus. This led to a vocabulary size of V=10,902 and a total of 571,439 words in the corpus. Figure 4 shows quite smooth yearly data distribution for number of publications in the conferences. 
Parameter Settings
One can estimate the optimal values of hyper-parameters α and β (figure 3) by using Expectation Maximization (EM) method [11] or Gibbs sampling algorithm [10] . EM algorithm is susceptible to local maxima and computationally inefficient [4] , consequently Gibbs sampling algorithm is used. For some applications topic models are sensitive to the hyper parameters and need to be optimized. For application in this paper, we found that our topic model based approach is not sensitive to the hyper parameters. In our experiments, for 200 topics Z the hyper-parameters α and β were set at 50/Z and .01 respectively. The numbers of topics Z were fixed at 200 on the basis of human judgment of meaningful topics plus measured perplexity [2] on 20% held out test dataset for different number of topics Z from 2 to 300. We ran five independent Gibbs sampling chains for 1000 iterations each. All experiments were carried out on a machine running Windows XP 2006 with AMD Athlon I Dual Core Processor (1.90 GHz) and 1 GB memory. The run time per each chain was 1.26 hours.
Performance Measures
Perplexity is usually used to measure the performance of latent-topic based approaches; however it cannot be a statistically significant measure when they are used for information retrieval [Please see [2] for details]. In our experiments, at first we used average entropy to measure the quality of discovered topics, which reveals the purity of topics. Entropy is a measure of the disorder of system, less intra-topic entropy is usually better. Secondly, we used average Symmetric KL (sKL) divergence [19] to measure the quality of topics, in terms of inter-topic distance. sKL divergence is used here to measure the relationship between two topics, more inter-topic sKL divergence (distance) is usually better.
To measure the performance in terms of precision and recall [2] is out of question due to unavailability of standard dataset and use of human judgments cannot provide appropriate (unbiased) answers for performance evaluation. Consequently, we used a simple error rate method to evaluate the performance in terms of conferences ranking. We discovered top 9 conferences related to top most conference (e.g. for ConMin "XML Databases" topic it is XSym) in each topic by using sKL divergence [please see table 1] . We compared these top 9 conferences with topically discovered top 10 conferences and calculated error rate with respect to their absence or presence in the topically ranked conferences list. (7) (8)
Baseline Approach
We compared proposed ConMin with ACT1 and used same number of topics for comparability. The numbers of Gibbs sampler iterations used for ACT1 are 1000 and parameter values same as the values used in [20] . We used the same machine which was used for proposed approach; run time per each chain for ACT1 was 3.00 hours almost double than proposed approach. It shows that ConMin approach is also better in terms of time complexity.
Results and Discussions
The effect of topic sparseness on the model performance is studied both qualitatively and quantitatively. Firstly, we provide qualitative comparison between ConMin and ACT1 approaches. We discovered and probabilistically ranked conferences related to specific area of research on the basis of latent topics. Table 1 illustrates 7 different topics out of 200, discovered from the 1000 th iteration of a particular Gibbs sampler run. The words associated with each topic for ConMin approach are strongly semantically related (less sparse) than that of ACT1, as they are assigned higher probabilities (please see prob. column in table 1). So, they make compact topics in the sense of conveying a semantic summary of a specific area of research [Please see figure 5 to see quantitative comparison of topic compactness]. Additionally it is observed that because of topic sparseness topically related conferences are also sparse (not from the specific area of research).
Consequently the conferences associated with each topic for ConMin are also more precise than ACT1, as they are assigned high probabilities (please see prob. Column in table 1). Only higher probabilities assigned to topic words and conferences is not extremely convincing, so we also investigated the bad impact of topic sparseness due to lower probabilities on the performance of baseline approach. For example, from top ten conferences six conferences related to "XML Databases" topic discovered by ACT1 are VLDB, SIGMOD, ICDE, Xsym, ADBIS, WIDM which are related to databases research area and other four ECOOP, SEKE, CAISE and KI are more related to software engineering and artificial intelligence research areas. While for ConMin topic "XML Databases" all the conferences are related to only databases research area. Similarly for "Data Mining" topic top ten conferences discovered by ConMin are more precise then ACT1 as for ACT1 SAC (Cryptography), CCGRID (Cluster Computing and Grid), ACM SenSys (Embedded Networked and Sensor Systems), ICDCS (Distributed Computing Systems) and ISISC (Information Security and Cryptology) are not actually related to data mining research area, additionally ACT1 is unable to find PAKDD, PKDD, DAWAK and DS for "Data Mining" topic among top ten conferences but they are well-known conferences in this field. One can see that PKDD and PAKDD are discovered by ACT1 for "Web Search" topic, which mismatches with the real world data. Similar kind of problem is encountered by ACT1 for other topically related conferences. It concludes that sparser the topics the discovered conferences will also be sparse which will result in poor performance of the approach.
Here it is obligatory to mention that top 10 conferences associated with a topic are not necessarily most well-known conferences in that area, but rather are the conferences that tend to produce most words for that topic in the corpus. However, we see that top ranked conferences for different topics are in fact top class conferences of that area of research for proposed approach. For example for topic 28 "Bayesian Networks" and topic 117 "XML Databases" top ranked conferences are more or less the best conferences of artificial intelligence and databases fields, respectively. Both topics also show deep influence of Bayesian networks on artificial intelligence and move from simple databases to XML database, respectively. We think, characteristically in top class conferences submitted papers are very carefully judged for the relevance to the conference research areas which results in producing more semantically related words; this is why top class conferences are ranked higher. Proposed approach discovers several other topics related to data mining such as neural networks, multi-agent systems and pattern matching, also other topics that span the full range of areas encompassed in the dataset. A fraction of non-research topics, perhaps 10-15%, are also discovered that are not directly related to a specific area of research, as the words present in those topics were actually used as a glue between scientific terms. In addition to qualitative comparison between ConMin and ACT1, we also provide quantitative comparison to explain the effect of topics sparseness on the performance of approach. Figure 5 (a) shows the average entropy of topic-word distribution for all topics measured by using equation 7. Lower entropy curve of proposed approach for different number of topics Z = 50, 100, 150, 200, 250, 300 shows its effectiveness for obtaining less sparse topics which resulted in its better ranking performance shown in table 1. Figure 5 (b) shows the average distance of topic-word distribution between all pairs of the topics measured by using equation 8. Higher sKL divergence curve for different number of topics Z = 50, 100, 150, 200, 250, 300 confirms the effectiveness of the proposed approach for obtaining compact topics as compared to baseline approach.
From the curves in figure 5 (a) and figure 5 (b) it is clear that ConMin approach outperformed ACT1 approach for different number of topics. The performance difference for different number of topics is pretty much even, which corroborate that proposed approach dominance is not sensitive to the number of topics. Now we provide comparison in terms of error rate. Table 2 shows top 9 conferences discovered related to the first conference of each topic for ConMin and ACT1 approaches by using sKL divergence. For example, in case of "XML Databases" topic ADC, ADBIS, IDEAS, BNCOD, VLDB, SIGMOD, PODS, DASFAA and DEXA are top 9 conferences correlated with "Xsym" for ConMin approach.
The highlighted blocks in table 2 shows that similar results are found for discovered topics in table 1 and sKL divergence calculated for top most conference. For example, in case of ConMin approach top 10 conferences shown in table 1 for "XML Databases" topic has 7 conferences in common, which are ADC, ADBIS, IDEAS, BNCOD, VLDB, SIGMOD and PODS. From top 9 related conferences for seven selected topics (same is the case with non selected topics) shown in the table 2 the error rate (ER) for ConMin is less than ACT1, except digital libraries topic and ConMin approach has 30.16 % less average error rate than ACT1. It shows the bad effect of topics sparseness on conferences ranking performance of ACT1, and its inability to discover better results in comparison with proposed approach. 
Applications of Proposed Approach
Topics for New Conferences
One would like to quickly access the topics for new conferences which are not contained in the training dataset by offline trained model. Provided parameter estimation Gibbs sampling algorithm requires significant processing time for large number of conferences. It is computationally inefficient to rerun the Gibbs sampling algorithm for every new conference added to the dataset. For this purpose we apply equation 4 only on the word tokens in the new conference each time temporarily updating the count matrices of (word by topic) and (topic by conference). The resulting assignments of words to topics can be saved after a few iterations (20 in our simulations which took only 2 seconds for one new conference). Table 3 shows this type of inference. To show predictive power of our approach we treated two conferences as test conferences one at a time, by training model on remaining 260 conferences to discover latent topics. Discovered topics are then used to predict the topics for words of the test conference. Predicted words associated with each topic are quite intuitive, as they provide a summary of a specific area of research and are true representatives of conferences. For example, KDD conference is one of the best conferences in the area of Data Mining. Top five predicted topics for this conference are very intuitive, as "Data Mining", "Classification and Clustering", "Adaptive Event Detection", "Data Streams" and "Time Series Analysis" all are prominent sub-research areas in the field of data mining and knowledge discovery. Topics predicted for SIGIR conference are also intuitive and precise, as they match well with conference sub-research areas. Comparatively ACT1 (DL) approach is unable to directly predict topics for new conferences. In addition to the quantitative and qualitative evaluation of topically related conferences, we also quantitatively illustrate the predictive power of proposed approach in predicting words for the new conferences. For this purpose, perplexity is derived for conferences by averaging results for each conference over five Gibbs samplers. The perplexity for a test set of words W c , for conference c of test data C test is defined as:
(9) Figure 6 shows the average perplexity for different number of topics for AAAI, SIGIR, KDD and VLDB conferences, which fairly indicate the stable predictive power of proposed approach after 50 topics for all conferences.
Conference Correlations
ConMin and ACT1 both approaches can be used for automatic correlation discovery [19] between conferences, which can be utilized to conduct joint conferences in the future. To illustrate how it can be used in this respect, distance between conferences i and j is calculated by using equation 8 for topics distribution conditioned on each of the conferences distribution.
We calculated the dissimilarity between the conferences by using equation 8, smaller dissimilarity values means higher correlation between the conferences. For similar pairs less dissimilarity value and for dissimilar pairs higher dissimilarity value indicate better performance of our approach. Table 4 shows correlation between 8 pairs of conferences, with every two pairs in order from top to down have at least one conference in common making four (A, B, C, D) common pairs. Common conference pairs show the effectiveness of our approach in discovering more precise conferences correlations. For example, common pair A has ASWC (Asian Semantic Web Conference) conference common in pairs (1, 2) . Dissimilarity value between pair 1 (pretty much related conferences Asian Semantic Web Conference and International Semantic Web Conference) is smaller for ConMin .176 than that of ACT1 2.75, and dissimilarity value between pair 2 (related conferences to normal extent) is smaller for ConMin 3.16 than that of ACT1 3.61, which shows that ConMin can find correlations better. Common pair B has ECIR (European Conference on Information Retrieval) common in pairs (3, 4) . Dissimilarity value between pair 3 is smaller for ConMin 1.13 than that of ACT1 1.89 because both are IR related conferences, while dissimilarity value between pair 4 is greater for ConMin 4.03 than that of ACT1 1.58 because ECIR is top ranked conference for IR topic in table 1 and JCDL (Joint Conference on Digital Libraries) is top ranked conference for topic Digital Libraries in table 1 for both approaches, which shows that ConMin can better disambiguate which conference is related to which conference and to which extent. On the other hand according to ACT1 approach ECIR is more related to JCDL 1.58 than SIGIR (Special Interest Group Conference on Information Retrieval) 1.89 which is against the real world situation. The results for pairs C and D represent same situation as pair B, which proves overall authority of ConMin approach on ACT1 in capturing semanticsbased correlations between conferences. 
Conferences Temporal Topic Trends
In most of the cases, conferences can be dominated by different topics in different years, which can provide us with topic drift for different research areas in different conferences. We used yearly data from (2003) (2004) (2005) (2006) (2007) to analyze these temporal topic trends. Using 200 topics Z; for each conference corpus was partitioned by year, and for each year all of the words were assigned to their most likely topic using ConMin approach. It provided us the probability of topics assigned to each conference for a given year. The results provide interesting and useful indicators of temporal topic status of conferences. Figure 7 shows the results of plotting topics for SIGIR and KDD, where each topic is indicated in the legend with the five most probable words. Temporal conference trends can be captured by Topics over Time [22] and Dynamic Topic Models [5] , but we are not focusing on that here. The left plot shows the super dominant continuing topic "Information Retrieval" and other four topics having very low and steady likeliness trend for SIGIR conference. The right plot shows the ongoing dominancy of "Data Mining" topic and steady increase in the popularity of topics "Information Retrieval" and "Vector based Learning" for KDD (Knowledge Discovery in Databases) conference. As a whole, both conferences are dominated by one topic over the years, which is also one of the Here, it is necessary to mention that the probability for each topic per year of a conference only indicates probabilities assigned to topics by our approach, and makes no direct assessment of the quality or importance of the particular sub-area of a conference. Nonetheless, despite these caveats, obtained results are quite informative and indicate understandable temporal status of research topics in the conferences. Comparatively, ACT1 (DL) approach is unable to directly discover temporal topic trends.
Related Work
Automatic extraction of topics from text is performed by [15, 16] to cluster documents into groups based on similar semantic contents. Clustering provides a good way to group similar documents, but clustering is inherently limited by the fact that each document is only associated with one cluster. For this reason soft clustering representation techniques are mandatory, which can allow documents composed of multiple topics to relate to more than one cluster on the basis of latent topics. Probabilistic Latent Semantic Indexing (PLSI) [11] was proposed as a probabilistic alternative to projection and clustering methods. While PLSI produced impressive results on a number of document modeling problems, the number of parameters in the model grows linearly with the size of the corpus, which leads to serious problems of model over fitting and it was not clear how to assign a probability to a document outside the corpus.
Consequently, a more general probabilistic topic model LDA was proposed [4] . LDA assumes that each word in the document is generated by a latent topic and explicitly models the words distribution of each topic as well as the prior distribution over topics in the document. We generalized LDA to model conferences directly instead of indirectly modeling conferences like ACT1 [20] which modeled conferences through topics generated by the authors, and obtained more precise results.
Entities are modeled as graphs and related groups of entities were discovered either by network linkage information [17] or by iterative removal of edges between graphs [9, 18, 21] . Collaborative filtering [6, 7] is employed to discover related groups of entities. They recommended items to the users on the basis of similarity between users and items. Content-based filtering [3] can also be used to recommend items on the basis of correlations between the content of the items and the users' preferences. This method creates a profile for each item or user to characterize their nature.
Previously, topics of conferences are extracted on the basis of keyword frequency from paper titles for related conferences finding [24] and specific area conferences are suggested by using pair-wise random walk algorithm [25] , without considering semantic information present in the text. Differently, a topic modeling approach is used to discover topically related conferences [20] . Aforementioned approaches were incapable of considering implicit semantic information based text structure present between conferences. While, in real world co-occurrence of words and conferences; instead of co-occurrence of words and documents, can provide more appropriate semantics-based conferences correlations.
Traditionally, Kernighan-Lin algorithm and spectral bisection method [12, 17] used the network linkage information between the entities to find the relationships between them. Both approaches are useless if there is no network connectivity information. Differently, correlations between authors and topics are discovered by using semantic information presented in the text [19] . Recently, Eclipse Developers correlations are discovered by using KL Divergence [13] . Here, we used sKL Divergence to discover semantics-based correlations between conferences.
Temporal topic trends of computer science were discovered in Citeseer documents [16, 19] by utilizing clustering and semantics-based text information. Recently, Dynamic Topic model and Topics over Time [5, 22] are used to find the general topic trends in the field of computer science. A Bayesian Network was proposed on the basis of authors to understand the research field evolution and trends [23] . Here, we used ConMin to discover topic trends specific to conferences without using authors' information, these topics are also representative of general topic trends in computer science field.
Conclusions and Future Work
This study deals with the problem of conference mining through capturing rich semantics-based structure of words present between conferences. We conclude that our generalization from DL to CL is significant; as proposed generalized approach's discovered and probabilistically ranked conferences (can also be applied to journals datasets such as HEP or OHSUMED) related to specific knowledge domains are better than baseline approach. While, predicted topics for new conferences are practical and meaningful. Proposed approach was also proved effective in finding conferences correlations when compared with the baseline approach. We demonstrated the effectiveness of proposed approach by applying it for analyzing temporal topic trends, which provide useful information. CL (capturing conference-level semantic structure) approach can handle the problem of DL (not capturing conference-level semantic structure) approach and provides us with dense topics. We studied the effect of generalization on topics denseness and concluded that sparser topics will results in poor performance of the approach. Empirical results show better performance of proposed approach on the basis of richer semantics as compared to baseline approach. Even though our approach is quite simple, nonetheless it reveals interesting information about different conference mining tasks.
Possible future direction of this work is use of authors' information in addition to already used information for discovering research community. As we think, the research community discovered from CL will be more precise than that of DL due to topics denseness.
